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More training videos about motivation, inspiration and strategic auditioning.

Anchoring For Actors
This is a mini course on anchoring - it gives you a few easy tips on how to deal with that 
“less than great” audition performance, which we have all given at some point in our lives, 
right? I know I have…don’t start me! 

This will give you some ideas about how to get into the right state of mind for auditioning 
or performance. 

Being In The Right State

All actors know the importance of being in the right state of mind for auditioning. They 
often say it is difficult to be in a good state when things are going “badly”, yet this is 
exactly the time the actor needs to have instant access to ‘resources’ such as 
confidence, power, joy, fun etc…whatever emotional state you want. 

Fortunately, there are some easy and powerful ways for actors to access these feelings of 
confidence so they get into the right state before and during auditions or performance. 

Here’s a technique from NLP called ‘Anchoring’, which uses the principle of ‘Stimulus-
Response’ to help you to create a unique stimulus that can create a specific emotional 
response, for example, feelings of confidence - lets use that as the example but you can 
choose anything you like from your personal palette of emotions inside of you now.  The 
process is easy, fun and very simple to do - plus it gets better over time.  

The more you practice the better and easier it gets - and you can practice so no-one can 
see you doing it. 

The Anchoring Process

1. Choose a simple physical action you can repeat easily, like squeezing your thumb 
and forefinger together. Or your earlobe between fingers as in the free course. 

2. Think of a couple of situations in your life where you felt an intense positive 
emotion, like confidence, a surge of power, or a sense of motivation. 

3. Relive (“as if happening right now”) one event from step 2, and when the feeling is 
really intense perform the chosen action from step 1.  Squeeze fingers, pinch 
earlobe etc…Stop the movement as soon as the intensity begins to diminish. 
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4. Repeat step 3 for each event, so that you have many powerful, positive events 
‘stacked’ on one unique and easy to repeat anchor. 

5. This means you can recreate for example - confidence-power and relaxation - all at 
once - as long as you layer each emotion on one at a time. This is called - Stacking 
anchors. 

6. Think of something neutral - like green leaves -  and now test the anchoring 
process by repeating the movement chosen in step 1 (this is known in the jargon 
as ‘firing the anchor’), and notice how you feel.  

7. Usually firing the anchor leads to a strong feeling coming back.  If the feeling is not 
as strong as you’d like, go over steps 3 and 4. See how easy this is…:-) 

8. Once you have created a powerful anchor and tested it, imagine/picture a future 
scenario where you’d like to feel (for example) confident, and now fire your anchor 
and notice how your images change.  (try this with an image for a future audition) 

9. First see yourself (like on a film or TV screen) in that situation feeling confident, as 
you fire off the anchor.  Repeat this many times, in different scenarios. Each time in 
a new audition, or performance seeing yourself performing confidently, with the 
new “resources” from step 2.  Then repeat the process, this time as if the future 
events were happening right now. In this moment. Now. 

10. Oh there’s an idea - what about the video about how to handle stress for good in 
members area - free! 

11. Watch this first and THEN do the anchoring process. Awesome sauce! 

See how easily this stuff layers on layers on top of itself - over and over again - building 
your sense of power, delight and joyful confidence daily. 

Kind regards, 

Fly with the eagles! 

Nick 

PS - Get free training here and free membership of my site here.  

PPS - “How to nail an acting audition” - Training Course - Paid Course
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